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FROM THE PRESIDENT

FROM THE
PRESIDENT

F

By Jon Sisk

Fuel-Indicating Problems… Still?
When I met with Piper management in mid-December, one of the
subjects discussed was product design ideas and support issues offered
by our members through the RACE program. RACE has been highly
successful by any measure. It offers a direct link for MMOPA members to
Piper’s engineering and support managers. And Piper has generally met
the challenge by offering meaningful design improvements and cutting
through red tape to resolve parts-availability issues.
A disappointing exception to this string of hits has been the nagging issue of the unreliable fuel-indicating system in the piston PA46s. In 2009, Piper introduced SSL (Service Spares Letter) 435 with a
re-designed set of fuel-sender panels to resolve this issue. MMOPA
worked with Piper to track initial results and owner reaction as the
new parts were installed. For several months, it appeared that this
revision was the solution as owners reported reliable, accurate fuel
indications. But over time, these new senders also began to develop
reliability problems.
I expect Piper to announce a further refinement of this system in the
next 60-90 days as improved parts go into new production aircraft. My
recommendation to Piper has been to transition new production Matrix
and Mirage aircraft to a fuel-measuring system similar to that already deployed in the Meridian. Such a system would not be practical for retrofit
to earlier aircraft, but would at least end the use of old-tech mechanical
float-style systems.
On the positive side, in response to customer input, Piper will soon
release SSL 444, which will announce the availability of Cabin VentilationControl Kits for the Matrix to improve cabin comfort in warm conditions.
Mark Your Calendar: Sept 19-22
This year our Fly-In Convention moves west as we return to The Broadmoor in Colorado Springs, Col., a world-class five-star resort on 3,000
acres in the shadow of Cheyenne Mountain. The convention is open to
all and features an ever-improving academic program and our annual
membership meeting.
Update: Unleaded Avgas Transition
By the time you read this, the FAA should have released the report from
the Unleaded Avgas Transition Aviation Rulemaking Committee (UATARC), and it will be posted on the MMOPA web site for your review. This
report is the product of a yearlong effort to define, understand and propose a framework for future efforts to find a suitable unleaded replace6
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ment for 100LL. The report is expected to define a government-industry
collaboration to solicit candidate UL fuels into a program to qualify the
best alternative and achieve a fleet-wide certification.
MMOPA is a founding member of the Clean 100, a coalition of highperformance piston type clubs devoted to finding a transparent, affordable replacement for 100LL.
MMOPA also supports the efforts of UL avgas innovators who are
already working on possible fuels outside the scope of the UAT-ARC
proposed process. If fact, MMOPA has invited aviation innovator George
Braly of General Aviation Modifications Inc. to speak at our September
convention to update our members on his firm’s progress toward developing and certifying an unleaded fuel solution.
Update: Safety and Training
In August 2011, the MMOPA Board offered the Safety and Training
Foundation a reasonable plan for continued financial underwriting for
its 2012 season of MMSTF’s regional events. A copy of that proposal was
emailed to all our members. Our funding offer was contingent upon
reciprocal board representation, reasonable accounting disclosure of
MMSTF’s resources, and an operating budget to determine the likely
funding shortfall to be considered.
After four months, the foundation’s response, delivered by email
simultaneously to both the board and MMOPA members, indicated that
MMSTF did not feel the requested disclosures were in the foundation’s
best interest and declined to work with the association. Our goal has been
to integrate the MMSTF efforts within the association, but we have simply
been rebuffed. As stewards of the association’s resources, the board could
not continue to grant $120,000 annually to the foundation without any
influence, control or accountability.
Reports from the first MMSTF event at Henderson, Nev., in midFebruary indicated that the program was well organized, attended and
appreciated. So, while I do not understand the foundation’s sudden
declaration of independence, I do applaud its newly found ability to
pursue its programs within its own financial means. That was part of the
original intent for the foundation. I wish the foundation every success for
its 2012 program and I have personally encouraged our PA-46 instructor
community to do all they can to make these events of high value for those
members who attend.
Jonathan Sisk is an entrepreneur, the CEO of Audio Authority Corp. in Lexington, Ky., an
electronics manufacturing company that he founded in 1976. He became a Malibu owner and
MMOPA member in 1998. Jon can be reached at jsisk@mmopa.com or 859-351-5429.
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FIRST LOOK

L

Fly Low, Fly Deep
Learn to fly all over again, this time under water in the Super Aviator. It’s a
new class of hydrobatic submersible craft, built to fully explore underwater
flight. Think of conventional submersibles as slow, bulky and stiff underwater
balloons, and the Super Aviator as a lightweight, high-powered, composite
airframe with wings, thruster and flight controls. It is similar in configuration to
the USAF A10 and is piloted by a crew of two. The Super Aviator looks like an
airplane, flies like an airplane and is fully hydrobatic.
The Super Aviator accommodates two “pilots” in separate, dry cockpits. The
submarine can dive to 600 feet to explore shipwrecks or underwater canyons.
Find the nearest underwater flight school by calling 1.888.809.7948 or visit
SubAviators.com.

You Own
the Night
The FAA has approved the first night-vision
goggles for General Aviation. And you
thought you had everything. Manufactured by
night-vision and thermal-technology specialists Nivisys, the NVAG-6 goggles mount on
a variety of helmets to change night into day.
The company makes fixed-wing and helicopter
models, both powered by AA alkaline batteries. See the light at Nivisys.com.

8
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FIRST LOOK

The Corkcicle
It is absolutely one of the coolest new products. This BPA-free
icicle is filled with reusable freeze gel. Pull it out of the fridge
and stick it in your favorite bottle of wine. The Corkcicle
quickly chills from inside out without the risk of diluting your
wine. You don’t have to leave Santa a glass of milk by the fireplace. Now he has time to quickly chill a bottle of your best
Chardonnay. The details are at Corkcicle.com.

CEO of the
Cockpit
Kevin Garrison, a retired
Delta captain, has a new
book about flying the
big iron:

It’s in the Bag
For this summer’s flying season, it might be time to upgrade
your luggage. Consider the Safe Passage Rolling Vented
Duffle from Orvis. Store dry clothes up top and put wet stuff
in the separate vented compartment on the bottom. The main
compartment features a full-length mesh zip-close pocket,
and the bottom is big enough to hold a four-piece, 9-foot fly
rod. Great bag for true flying adventures. Find this and other
practical pieces at Orvis.com

“In the early summer, we
see the products of spring.
Little Canadian Geese
hatch and grow into big
geese so they can clog inlet
guide vanes and fill big
city rivers with Air Buses.
Flowers bloom, little green
turtles open their eyes to
a brand new pond, and
our airline rolls-out a new
passenger boarding system.
The old method of loading
the people seemed to work
well enough in the olden
days. You would announce
that the flight was about
to board and were there
any disabled people, people
with little kids or disabled
people with kids? They got
to board first. Once the 120
suddenly crippled, lame and
child-burdened passengers
shoved their way onto the
plane, the four or five honest
or deaf people got to board.
It has always been amazing
to me that we could carry so
many physically challenged
passengers who spontaneously got healthy enough
during our flight to jump up
and run off the airplane first
when we reached the gate
at our destination.” Buy
CEO of the Cockpit from
BarnesandNoble.com.

No More
Bad-Hair Days
Few things can make a long cross-country flight more miserable
than the pain of a poorly fitting pair of headsets clamped across
the top of your head. And then there’s the way your hair looks after being headband-ized for hours on end. Enter Aerous VX3. This
new aviation headset installs customized in-ear earpieces into the
pilot’s ear, giving him/her the same high-quality sound demanded
by the snootiest audiophiles you can find. Communications with
ATC are crystal clear, and onboard audio files from your MP3 are
like nothing you’ve heard before. JHAudio.com.
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Get a B-17 Type Rating

The folks at EAA and offering up their B-17 Flying Fortress for type
rating training, offering both PIC and SIC courses. The PIC course
breaks down into 8 hours of dual instruction by EAA’s CFII, MEI,
and 8 hours of ground school instruction by the EAA’s B-17 ground
school instructor. 1.5 hours is allotted for type rating checkride.
Pre-requisites: Applicant must be CURRENT as a multi-engine
instrument rated pilot. He or she must possess a tailwheel endorsement. Recent large multi-engine tailwheel experience is not
mandatory, but highly recommended. Applicant must also possess

10
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a valid third-class medical. There is no guarantee, expressed or
implied with regard to successfully receiving the B-17 type rating
in the allotted time. Before being recommended for the type rating
ride, the applicant must demonstrate every required task to ATP
practical test standards. Stage checks will be performed to ensure
that the student is progressing at a pace consistent with a successful
outcome. Additional instruction if necessary may be available at the
rate of $4,500 per flight hour. Cost for PIC type rating training:
$50,000. SIC training: $15,000.

EarthRoamer
There are places you can’t easily reach except
by airplane, and there are places you can’t
easily reach without an EarthRoamer. What
may look like a truck with a camper shell at
first glance is so much more. This Ford F-550
four-wheel drive truck morphs into one of the
most capable vehicles on the planet. The sound
of a noisy generator is replaced by solar panels
and dual-engine alternators to provide all the
electricity you’ll need. The furnace, cooktop
and water heater are all diesel-fired, using the
truck’s fuel so there’s no need for propane.
Add all that to an 85-gallon fresh water supply,
and you’re truly off the grid. And because the
EarthRoamer begins as a truck, you can go
places that RVs would fear to tread. For more,
visit EarthRoamer.com.
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Own the aircraft that’s ahead of its time
There’s only one company on the planet that has 100 years of continuous aircraft production. At DAHER-SOCATA,
this century of success is based on precision engineering, innovative design and a continuous passion for setting
new standards.
Our milestones range from pioneering the high-wing airplane design and producing the world’s first business jet
to developing the market-leading TBM family of very fast turboprop aircraft. Today, nothing comes close to the
TBM 850’s combination of speed, efficiency, payload and reliability.
During DAHER-SOCATA’s centennial celebration, we’re offering the TBM 850 with its designed-in cruise speed of
more than 320 knots, plus five years of comprehensive maintenance and a resale value that excels.
Isn’t it time to find out more about what the TBM 850 can do for you?
www.tbm850.com - Tel: 1 954 993-8477 (USA) - +33 5 62 41 73 00 (International)

LADIES CORNER

Ensure a comfortable flight
with these great finds!
Wondering what to read
next? Join goodreads to
see what your friends are
reading and recommending!
goodreads.com

Feeling cramped in the back? Send
those bulky items ahead
of time so you have all
the space you need for a
comfy ride!
LuggageForward.com

Tune out the airplane noise
with these Bose noisecancelling headphones.
Bose.com
Wake up with a crick
in your neck after an
in-flight nap? Personalize it with your
tail number!
ThePillowBar.com

Ease of mind for you and the pilot
when you weigh your baggage
with this portable “you weigh
luggage scale.”
Flight001.com

Cozy up with a
Sofia cashmere
blanket.
Horchow.com

Suggested Applications:
downloadable from the App Store

Be stylish and comfortable with these Del
Toro slippers. DelToroShoes.com

12
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Words With
Friends Try to
beat friends in
this back and
forth game of
words.

FastCustomer
Hate waiting on
hold for customer
service? They will
call you when the
wait is over.

Star Chart
A virtual star chart in
your pocket. Simply
point to the sky and
start gazing.

Help your kids find sponsors for every mile they travel to AirVenture, Oshkosh, WI.
Win a free private pilot license from Redbird Flight Simulations plus lots of BIG prizes

To sign up for Kids Across America or to get more information, log onto BuildAPlane.org or call 804-843-3321

INTERVIEW

PIPER’S FLIGHT
TEST TEAM

A day in the life of a Piper test pilot. By Jim Gregory

Bart Jones

Since joining Piper Aircraft in 1989 and moving into its production flight test department in the early 1990s, Bart Jones
has racked up more than 20 years putting every model of Piper
airplane through its paces before final certification. At six hours
aloft in each plane tested, that’s a lot of Pipers.
When Jones began at Piper, he worked in training on Super
Cubs, Aerostars, Comanches, Aztecs, Saratogas, Malibus and
Mirages. Name a Piper, and he’s likely flown it. Today, his title is
senior manager of production flight test inspection, and he also
serves as chief corporate pilot. Jones leads a veteran team which
includes lead production test pilot Chuck Ellis and production
test pilots Jim Buchanan and Michael Gerthoffer.
Jones grew up in Louisiana, attended Northwestern State University in Natchitoches and
earned an aviation science degree. His practical
schooling came at a dirt strip in Lake Charles,
La., in a Cessna 150. Married to Linda since
1987, they have two sons, ages 20 and 21, both
at the University of South Florida. Outside
of work, Jones likes to fish and camp, though
he doesn’t do as much of either as he’d like.
Recently he followed one son’s lead and began
studying classical guitar.
To Jones, ensuring that each Piper coming
off the line performs safely and up to spec is
another part of the manufacturing process.
14
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“It’s enjoyable, and I like it.” The planes are
well-designed and time tested, he said, so flying
them is “a routine thing, and that’s the way it’s
supposed to be.”
For Piper owners, delivery of a new aircraft
is anything but routine. Here, in Jones’ words,
is a look inside one of the last steps before
delivery — production flight test.
How does a typical day start for you?

We come in at 7, and the second shift will have
airplanes prepared for a first flight or will have
worked on the things we’ve found on previously flown airplanes. Even though it’s called

production flight test, you’re really not a test
pilot. What you really are is a quality assurance
inspector who just happens to do his inspecting while flying an airplane.
What does the plane look like
when you get it?

When we do the first flights, the aircraft have
no paint, no interior, and there’s just one seat,
so it’s really easy to check a lot of things.
What does the flight test
procedure entail?

Every plane has a flight test procedure that
is approved by the FAA. The plane has to fall
within certain specifications. Before flight, the
planes get the same walk-around you do on
anything else; it’s just a standard preflight.
How long does the first flight take?

The first flight is usually about two and a
half hours. Normally, we’ll do a low-altitude
flight and check things and come back. We
re-inspect for oil leaks and that type of a thing
before we go to high altitude. It takes about six
hours of flight test/inspection to get an airplane
through, as a fleet average.
Where do you do the flight tests?

It’s a day VFR job, and we have to stay within
a 60-mile radius of Vero Beach in these unlicensed airplanes. It is open air space; every-

Meridian G1000
Command Performance.

A MILLION DOLLARS LESS
Search the spectrum of aircraft from around the world and you won’t find another like the Piper Meridian. The
Meridian’s closest competitor costs over a million dollars more to acquire and over 30% more to operate.*
No other turboprop boasts such extraordinary efficiency without sacrificing capability and performance.
A PANEL AS COMMANDING AS THE AIRPLANE
Any pilot would love to command the Meridian G1000 with its Garmin avionics and GFC 700 autopilot
suite. An expansive 15” MFD and two 10” PFDs make it easier to read electronic charts, manage engine
functions, and display synthetic vision and WAAS-certified GPS. Options include XM weather, color radar,
traffic and terrain advisories. Contact your Piper dealer or visit piper.com.

Cruise speed: 260 ktas / 482 km/h
Range: 1,000 nm / 1,885 km
Standard Useful Load: 1,701 lbs / 771 kg
Operating ceiling: 30,000 ft / 9,144 m
Engine: 500 hp Pratt & Whitney PT6A-42A Turboprop
TBO: 3,600 hrs

Garmin GCU 476

© 2010 PIPER AIRCRAFT, INC. Meridian is a trademark of Piper Aircraft, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
*Source: 2008 Aircraft Cost Evaluator by Conklin and De Decker.

866.FLY.PIPER
+1.772.299.2403
piper.com

INTERVIEW
body’s up there. We’ll be at high altitude
and airliners will go by. I’ve seen a U-2 go
by. When we go to high altitude, we go out
to an intersection off Cape Canaveral that,
ironically, is called Piper Intersection. By the
time you get out there, you’re high enough
so that, even though you’re 20 or 25 miles
offshore, it looks like it’s right under your
wing. We all have had water survival training, and we also carry life vests.
We are on an instrument flight plan,
but we don’t fly in IMC. We all maintain
instrument currency, which lets us file an
instrument flight plan.

sure everything is still operating properly
– the autopilot, avionics and others. It’s
an abbreviated checklist. With an M-class
airplane, that’s when we set the stall computer for the stall warning.
What kinds of things do you find?

Piper’s products are good airplanes, so
you don’t really have much, maybe two or
three things that are a little off, or maybe
nothing. It’s not really a squawk; it’s just
something that needs to be tweaked to get
it into spec.
What kind of special training do
you and your team have?

What systems do you check out?

With power plants, we have a manifold
pressure, rpm and fuel flow settings that
have to be within a certain spec at full
power, so we’ll do static run-ups. We’ll fly
the airplane and check the power plant, avionics and the pressurization system, first at
low altitude and then at high altitude, to make
sure everything is within certain specs. When
checking cabin pressure, we have a test box
that is really nothing more than a calibrated
altimeter. We read what the ship’s systems
indicate and then compare that with test box.
They’re usually really close.
We also check for carbon monoxide in the
cabin with a meter. We check the rigging, and
we check lateral static stability, longitudinal
static stability and directional stability. The
landing gear and the emergency landing
gear extension are tested. On our turboprop
Meridian, we’ll check the emergency pressurization system. We’ll make sure the autopilot
functions properly, and that the avionics
function properly. We’ll shoot an instrument
approach coupled with the autopilot and
make sure it’s capturing and tracking properly.
Then we bring the airplane back and write
up any squawks and then work them off.
	
  

How do systems checks vary by airplane?

Some models, Warriors, for instance, aren’t
built with extensive systems, so there’s less to
check. But others have more systems, so there’s
more on the check sheets. For the M-class
airplanes, we are required to go to 25,000 feet
and check the systems at that altitude — the
power plants, the de-ice systems, the pressurization systems, all the systems. So it’s a
35-page checklist for an M-class airplane and
about a 13-page checklist for a training-type
single-engine airplane.
What do you do after the paint
and interiors go on?

When it comes back to us, they’ve done a
lot of work. They’ve painted it. They’ve put
the interior in it, the carpet, the soundproofing, the seats and the side panels. Any time
you’re doing that much work, you need to
make sure systems have not been compromised. So we’ll do another check to make

I’m an ATP and also have an A&P. Chuck
Ellis is a commercial pilot with an instrument rating. Jim Buchanan is an A&P with
an inspection authorization; so is Michael
Gerthoffer. As an A&P, you understand
how the systems work on a maintenance
level. You can pick up on something that’s
not right maybe a little more quickly, or
you can look at something and determine,
“That’s working, but that’s not right.” It is
mostly just understanding the nuts and bolts
of the airplane a little bit better. We fly all
the airplanes, so we’ve all had multiple check
rides on every airplane to get FAA approval.
It takes a while to get all the necessary approvals to flight test airplanes for Piper.
What’s the biggest misconception
people have about flight test?

We certainly don’t think we’re taking our
lives in our hands or doing anything risky,
no Chuck Yeager stuff and all that. It’s just
not like that. Our craftspeople build good
airplanes that have been through a multiple inspection processes. They are built
by people who are really conscientious and
dedicated. We have no qualms at all about
flying these airplanes.

Wright Aviation Services LLC
Initial & Recurrent
Training Programs

Flight Instructor Team
• Master Flight Instructors
• Gold Seal Instructors
• Highly Experienced
• Insurance Approved

FAA/FITS Accepted
Insurance Approved

Piper:
• Meridian
• Mirage / Malibu
• Matrix
Twin Cessna:
• 310/340
• 401/402/414/421
Beechcraft:
• King Air 90/200
• Baron
• Bonanza

	
  

www.wrightaviation.net
480-203-0599

Instructional Services
• Initial Aircraft
• Annual Recurrent
• Glass Transition
o Avidyne Entegra
o Garmin 1000
o Garmin 500/600
o Aspen Pro

rick@wrightaviation.net
Scottsdale/Phoenix/Prescott & Southwestern USA

Commercial Pilot Services
Aviation Consulting Services
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Meridian

THE
DEVIL’S
IN THE
DETAILS

Your aircraft’s paperwork can be the source of
some ‘non greasy’ maintenance issues.
By Justin Lazzeri

When you think about it, an aircraft is a gigantic piece of both moving and stationary parts with currents of electricity and fuel flowing through it. It’s no wonder that the
emphasis on having an up-to-date and properly maintained airplane lies in the required
physical inspections to ensure no bolt is loose or wire is frayed. These are the items, left
unattended, that have the most undesirable consequences. That said, there is a whole
other level beneath the surface that makes up the total picture of an airworthy aircraft.
This can be referred to as the “non-greasy” side of airplane maintenance and, although the
lack of adherence may not have the same dramatic effect on the outcome of a flight, their
omission can and does lead to airplanes downed by different means and/or unwanted
expenses. These items apply to every aircraft – turbine or piston – but turbines inherently
have special categories to be remembered. In the course of doing business, we occasionally run across reminders of these “gotchas” and have a couple worth reviewing.
18
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Meridian
“Honey, the Coast Guard is on the phone…”
The 406 MHz beacon’s digitally transmitted signal can be encoded
with the owner’s contact information and aircraft data making it easier
for search-and-rescue personnel to determine whether the signal is
a real emergency — and, if so, better direct their efforts. For those
reasons, 406 MHz ELT’s are required to be registered with NOAA.
Re-registration of your beacon is mandatory and is required every
two years. In an all-too-common occurrence, the original registered
owner — or owner when an ELT was first installed — remains as the
point of contact after the aircraft is subsequently sold. Sometimes this
error is easily remedied when, for example, an alarm is accidentally
tripped in maintenance and the party listed in error answers the phone
and knows the current owners. Other times, that phone may not be answered, leading to increased search efforts and possible cost. Or in the
worst case scenario, the aircraft is actually transmitting for its intended
purpose and not having the proper contact information hampers
efforts. Simply checking your NOAA records can save a great deal of
effort, expense and, most of all, time when it matters most.
“Well, there’s nothing in the POH about that!”
We all know that the POH is a required item to deem an aircraft airworthy. To take that a step further, the POH must also be a current version. If
revisions have been issued for your aircraft model’s POH (as determined
by serial number range), you are required to update your current edition
to the latest and greatest. This can become more than just a nuisance
if your revisions are so far out of date that a completely new POH is
required. The process for doing so can be time consuming and costly.
Encountering this hiccup at a time of sale can cause a lot of heartburn.
“What do you mean EXPIRED!”
Expired or missing aircraft registrations not only can ground an airplane
but also create a logistical nightmare. Remember, the FAA re-registration process was launched on Oct. 1, 2010, and requires all aircraft owners to re-register their aircraft over a three-year period determined by
the date your original certificate was issued. Once re-registered,
the new aircraft registration will expire every three years.
It’s important to have a valid physical mailing address on file with the FAA because they won’t
mail to a P.O. Box, and second attempts don’t
exist. If an aircraft is not re-registered, the
FAA registration on the aircraft will
expire, and the aircraft is grounded.

“That’s not my N number.”
When the tail number of an aircraft is changed,
more than just the paint needs to be updated.
Registrations are re-issued with the current tail
number but you must also update the airworthiness certificate to match the registration.
Not doing so can ground your airplane and
delay a future sale when the error is discovered.
In addition to the paperwork, the Mode S
signal of transponders needs to be updated to
display the new tail number to controllers. This
is a commonly overlooked item.

Awareness

“Wait, I’ve got to do what to prove what?”
Just any fabric will not do for the interior of an
airplane if you are considering an overhaul or
upgrade. Every fabric chosen must pass FAA
guidelines established to verify the burn rate.
Some fabrics purchased from aviation suppliers
will come with the burn certification papers;
others purchased from stock fabric stores can
obtain certification through a testing center. Either way, these papers are required to prove FAA
acceptance. Not having them may not ground
you, initially, but it could prove to be a massive
inconvenience at a future date if they stand in
the way of a sale with a discerning buyer – especially if you can’t produce samples to send to the
testing agency. Additionally, the standards set
in place are there for a reason, and you want to
ensure your fabric is up to speed.

inspections on turbine aircraft compared to
piston-powered airplanes. Depending on the
airplane, the list can be long, and tracking it
requires a detailed approach. It is very important to keep a log of the cycles on your aircraft
as this is the key number used in determining
whether certain items are in need of overhaul/
replacement — or have useful time remaining. For example, when no cycle information
is known, engine shops tend to act conservatively and overhaul or replace items that may
not need work. This can represent a major
expense to the owner, and could have been

“Does Municipal have a tower now?”
A record of compliance with subscription/
database updates is required. Updating these
subscriptions/databases can be done through
a shop or by the owner. In either case, a log
of the updates must be kept, per FAR 91.417
Maintenance Records.

“No one told me anything about an AD!”
There’s no standard for manufacturers to send
notices of Service Bulletins and Airworthiness
Directives. In some instances, the first owner
will receive this service without asking, for a
period of time, and then the service is either not
available or available only through a paid subscription. It is highly unlikely that the second
owner will receive any factory support without
setting up the service individually. Some service
centers will alert their customers, but once again
there is no standard. It’s the owner’s responsibility to ensure he or she is receiving the proper
notices. In the recent example of the PA-46
landing gear pump Service Bulletin, some owners were surprised when they were told of the
issue by outside sources. It’s worth noting that
sometimes manufacturers pay for SB or ADs,
but only if they are accomplished within a certain period of time. Make sure you know where
your information stream is set to flow from so
you don’t miss an important notice.

avoided by simply keeping a cycle log.
By no means is this a complete list of the
“non-greasy” paperwork items required
in maintaining your aircraft but rather a
snapshot of some common offenders. As FAR
91.403 (a) states, “The owner or operator of an
aircraft is primarily responsible for maintaining that aircraft in an airworthy condition.”
Make sure you’re doing what has to be done
so you aren’t grounded, delayed in a future
transaction, charged unnecessarily or, worst
of all, miss an important physical inspection
that could compromise safety.

Monitor your engine.
Now, more than ever, asset
management is critical.
Pilots and owners flying thousands
of hours throughout the world are
already using our service to avoid
spending money unnecessarily.
Our trend monitoring program
detects and diagnoses subtle
changes in engine performance,
often preventing secondary—
more costly—damage.
Let us show you the many benefits
of being vigilantly aware of your
engine’s performance.

Turbine Trend Analysis—
monitoring the most
expensive component
of your aircraft.

P.O. Box 642
Clovis, CA 93613
p 559.297.6490
800.297.6490
f 559.297.6499

Total Engine Awareness

“I don’t know, say around 800ish….”
There are usually more life-limited components requiring ongoing maintenance or

thetrendgroup.com
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JetProp

What is it
doing?And
why is it
doing it
now?
There’s more to know about how
your autopilot and GPS play together
By Travis Holland

Whenever we are asking these questions about our avionics in flight,
we have the simultaneous demands of troubleshooting why our aircraft is on a flight path we didn’t expect and the unanticipated need
to take over and manually control the airplane. Our confidence that
we can smoothly complete our missions suffers every time we are
surprised by the actions of our auto-flight systems.
In the lateral flight path, the use of GPSS, NAV and APR modes
on the autopilot can create “helmet fires” in the cockpit because
you have to use the correct mode for each phase of flight. Just a few
years ago, the radar-vectored ILS was our most common instrument
approach, and the habit of hearing “cleared for the approach” and
automatically pressing APR on the autopilot was well ingrained. All
procedure turns or other transitions to the final approach course
were always done with the heading bug. But today’s WAAS flight
environment means that we are flying RNAV transitions to RNAV
approaches more and more often, and some confusion exists on
what mode we should be in at what time.
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Pros and cons of Approach mode
APR mode has long been prized for its
improved lateral sensitivity, but it’s most
valuable as the only way any PA-46 autopilot will capture a glideslope. The trade-off
for the ability to capture a glideslope is the
loss of roll steering. This is a critical point.
The autopilot in APR mode is flying exactly
as we used to hand-fly as pilots, without any
benefit from the GPS track information;

Step one: Turn to the head
of the CDI needle.
Step two: Wait for the needle to deflect
one way or the other and then scallop, in
small increments, towards the deflection to
achieve the wind-drift correction angle.
If APR mode is engaged on any desired
track other than the final-approach course,
the autopilot will begin to learn the winddrift correction angle — which then will
have be unlearned once the aircraft turns
onto final. Even more important, the
turn-anticipation feature of roll steering
is disabled in APR mode. The 90-degree
T-style base-to-final turns need to start 30
seconds before you reach the waypoint.
In APR mode, the aircraft will fly almost
to the waypoint before initiating the turn.
This makes a huge overshoot if you’re flying
reasonably fast.
What GPSS really does for us
The combination of WAAS navigators and
GPSS roll-steering function is like having a

really hyperactive guy with a heading bug
inside your avionics. This hyperactive guy is
always watching the CDI, the ground track
(TRK) and desired track (DTK) on the GPS
and twisting that bug back and forth to
make the TRK equal to DTK or intercept
any deviated course.
The KFC-150 autopilot uses this system
logic when wired up to a roll-steering
adaptor. The autopilot is placed in the
HDG mode, and the GPSS adaptor, when
active (in GPSS mode), hijacks the command channel from the heading bug and
electronically performs the hyperactiveguy routine.
Later autopilots have GPSS functionality
built in — but only in the NAV mode with
a GPS navigation source. No PA-46 family
autopilot will provide roll steering on ILS
approaches, and none of the family except
the GFC700 will provide roll steering on
RNAV approaches with glidepaths. This is
a critical point and exactly the reason why
we need to stay in roll-steering mode until
established on the final approach course.
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Basic types of approaches
All normal approaches to runways can be
divided into three styles of transitions to the
final approach course: visual approaches,
radar-vectored approaches (mostly ILS), and
pilot-navigated transitions to final. Each transition style requires different best practices with
regards to roll-steering usage.
The visual approach
Visual approaches are best when backed up
with solid instrument guidance. Although
painting a magenta line across the airport
with OBS mode is certainly a valid technique,
I strongly recommend loading positiveapproach guidance for almost every visual
approach if an approach is published for your
runway end.
Positive centerline guidance, distance and
time to the runway threshold (instead of the
center of the airport), often vertical guidance,
and numerical, cross-track distance information all offer huge benefits for situational
awareness, especially if you’re landing on
non-standard runways (narrow, sloping, constrained, etc.).
One good way to set up instrument guidance on visual approaches is to load the
approach with radar vectors. Then once ATC
releases you for the visual approach, and you’re
in HDG mode or hand flying, perform the

2

The pilot-navigated transition to final
In this style of approach, the pilot is cleared to
a fix that is part of a published instrument approach, and then the pilot alone is responsible
for following the profile of the approach and
finding the airport or missing the approach
and climbing out. The confusing part is that we
still hear “cleared for the approach” as in the
radar-vectored transition. But this is different.
With WAAS GPS units, any time you are
navigating a course to the final, whether a

3
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procedure turn, a “T,” a holding pattern course
reversal, or even a DME arc, keep the GPS and
GPSS fully engaged in driving the airplane. The
rule is: If you see it in the flight plan and on
the map, the autopilot will fly it, but only using
GPSS steering.
In pilot-navigated transitions to final,
“cleared for the approach” means only that
the pilot will adjust altitude according to the
approach profile, but it does not mean pressing
APR on the autopilot. Approach mode is only
for the final-approach course and only when
you also have a glidepath to couple to. If there
is no glidepath and the approach will be done
using VS mode instead, then consider staying
in GPSS all the way to autopilot disconnect.
The lateral tracking will be as good or better
than the APR mode.

The radar-vectored transition to final
The most venerable approach is still the norm
in busier terminal environments. This type
of approach has a nice HDG-based transition between the NAV and APR parts of the
flight. In this type of transition, “cleared for the
approach” means for you to press approach
(APR) on the autopilot. Attitude-based autopilots will handle this type of intercept (either fast
or slow) with ease.
Stec 55X only
High-speed
or high-angle
intercepts with
the 55X will
capture much
better if you
use a HDG
plus NAV/NAV
instead of a
HDG plus APR
button press.
Let the roll steering join final, which it will
start earlier and do with much less wallowing
than traditional APR mode. Once established
on final, change the CDI to VLOC and then
immediately press APR mode on the autopilot.
This will also require disabling the Garmin
auto-CDI switching to avoid the dreaded NAV
FAIL prematurely (when VLOC self-activates)
and the subsequent wandering off-course.

1
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Activate Leg step on your GPS unit.
On the GNSx30 series, this can be done by
highlighting the missed approach waypoint
and pressing Direct/Direct/Enter. On the
G1000 and GTN series navigators, it is accomplished with the MENU button on, via a
soft-key, when the MAP waypoint flight plan
fix is highlighted. (See images 1,2 and 3)
In all cases, the Activate Leg will connect
two points with a magenta line instead of connecting the airplanes present position with a
point. This is exceptionally handy for runway
final approach courses.
The active waypoint will be the runway
threshold, with lots of great instrument information to help bring you in. Add the 300 feet
per NM rule for a basic 3-degree glidepath, and
you can judge your height along with distance
and lateral position for really smooth, avionicsassisted visual approaches.

Autopilot gotchas.
If you change your navigation source during
NAV mode on the KFC225 and STEC autopilots, the autopilots will detect it and revert to
wings-level mode. If you press CDI to change
to VLOC and then immediately press APR, the
single second in wings-level mode won’t bite
you, but lots of pilots have suffered from this,
especially when automatic CDI switching is
enabled. This is a setting in the Garmin family
navigators that is turned on by default. (See
image above)
In ‘84-’98 model aircraft equipped with the
G500/600, it is the G500/600 that provides
the GPSS function. However, this function is
disabled in VLOC mode on the G500/600.
This makes it really easy to lose roll-steering
function right when you are in the process
of joining final if the auto CDI switching is
enabled on the Garmin navigators.
So, for each of the transitions to final
approach, a different technique should be deployed. The good news is that with consistent
use of these techniques, you can expect reliable
results. Make sure to incorporate and practice
all new flying elements in VMC conditions,
ideally with a safety pilot or instructor to help
manage the workload of heads-down time
spent learning new avionics.
Fly safe!
Travis Holland provides flight instruction and ferry
services to turbine PA-46’s operators across five continents. He can be reached online at Holland.aero.

You Expect More.
We Deliver More.
With SouthEast Piper, you focus on loving your
airplane; we’ll take care of
everything else.

877.FLY.PIPER
sepiper.com/mopa
Sales

Service

Parts
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TRAINING

STRATEGIC
FLIGHT
TRAINING

S
By Mary Bryant

Strategic planning is the simple process of determining where one wants to go (goal/
objective) and identifying a course of action to get there. To figure out how to get somewhere, a clear understanding of the starting point is required. The process applies as well
to PA-46 flight training as it does to many other things.
A successful training session requires some thought on the part of the pilot regarding the
desired end result. For instance, if you want a Biennial Flight Review (BFR) or Instrument
Proficiency Check (IPC), be sure to tell the instructor. Perhaps improved understanding
and mastery of a new glass PFD is top priority. Another goal could be flying a smoother
missed approach to holding. Or maybe what you really want is increased confidence when
faced with those pesky crosswind landings and that scary S-turning tendency experienced
on touchdown. Sometimes a pilot simply wants to complete insurance-mandated training
as expeditiously as possible with few or no specific goals beyond that all-important certificate for the underwriter. Whatever the objective, clear communication of these goals to the
instructor before flying will help ensure these goals are achieved.
Most instructors come to a training session with a tentative plan for the work to be accomplished. Generally, there are certain tasks that need to be performed to successfully complete
an insurance-approved syllabus. However, even within this context, communicating your
priorities can substantially impact the focus, content and format for the training.
Instrument proficiency is a frequent goal and also a potential source of confusion during
training. For instance, flying instrument approaches to just “knock off some rust” or fine
tune procedures is one thing, but IPCs are a different animal. If you want an IPC, it must be
completed to instrument check ride standards and requires a series of specifically identified
maneuvers to exacting performance criteria. IPCs should be viewed less as a training opportunity and more as a check ride. In addition, IPCs need to be completed in actual or simulated instrument conditions. Therefore, it is important to clearly communicate to the instructor
what you want before beginning. With an IPC, if the required maneuvers are not completed
or performance criteria achieved, the instructor will not sign the pilot off. However, other
options exist for instrument currency, so make sure the instructor understands whether the
IPC is required or instrument currency is the true objective. If instrument currency is the
objective, then you can accomplish it in other ways.
S P R I NG
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Should the IPC not be successfully achieved,
the approaches, holding and tracking completed
in the attempt can still be logged. So, also make
sure the instructor knows how many approaches
are needed to accomplish currency in case the
IPC goal is not achieved. For instance, if you’ve
flown three approaches in instrument conditions recently, only three more would be required, along with holding and tracking. If time
permits, complete six approaches, holding and
tracking, and you will be instrument-current for
another six months as long as it’s not been more
than a year since last current.
In addition, remember that current does not
mean proficient. It may well be appropriate to
continue working even though legal currency
has been achieved. Further, instrument training can sometimes be more effective when
NOT done within the confines of an IPC — especially when you are learning new equipment
and in-air discussion and coaching from the
instructor would be helpful.
A good instructor will devote time and
considerable effort to assessing your starting
point and typical flight environment. Expect
to be queried regarding your flying experience:
Total time, years flown, aircraft flown, time in
type and ratings held. Has all flying been part 91
or has some been under part 135 or part 121?
What type of flying is typical — fair weather
only, low IFR, conditions producing frequent
icing? What about recent flight experience? Are
short hops the rule, or are long, high-altitude
cross-countries more typical? Are destinations
always the same, or do you make frequent
trips to unfamiliar airports and/or areas of the
country? Are flights generally for business and
include tight deadlines and the perceived need
to fly in challenging flight conditions, or are
flights geared more toward leisure activities
with flexible schedules? Are friends, family or
business associates often along, adding additional pressure to complete a scheduled flight?
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This type of information helps an instructor
understand the starting point and the end result
required. Although every instructor wants to
turn out as qualified a pilot as possible, the information shared will help the instructor determine
the minimum proficiency acceptable.
An understanding of your previous training
experience will also help the instructor to determine what might be the most productive focus
for the training. For instance, if all your training
in type so far as been in a flight training device
or simulator, special emphasis on take-offs and
landings, stalls, steep turns and simulated engine
outs may be appropriate as these are difficult
to accurately replicate in training devices. Was
training accomplished only once five years ago
or routinely every six months with a type-specific qualified instructor?
An instructor will want to understand the
aircraft to be flown, as well. Not only will the instructor participate in a thorough pre-flight, but
you also should expect inquiries about recent
aircraft performance and maintenance. Don’t
be offended if aircraft paperwork is inspected. If
the plane is just coming out of annual or other
significant maintenance, special attention will
be devoted to checking out the aircraft and its
systems. Likewise, if the plane is due for maintenance soon, it’s not unreasonable to request
assistance in identifying potential squawks to
add to the list for mechanic attention. Be sure to
share odd or unusual experiences with the airplane. If, for example, problems with gear lights
have been frequent, mention it. Often, the instructor has experienced similar events and can
help explain the reasons and suggest preventive
measures or actions to take should the situation
occur again. It’s not unusual for a pilot to say
there is an autopilot or other problem when, in
fact, the equipment is operating perfectly but the
pilot did not understand how to use it properly
or what should be expected when used.
Avionics are evolving rapidly, so make sure

the instructor knows if any new pieces of equipment have been installed recently and if additional assistance in operating the new equipment
would be helpful. Be sure to explain situations
that have been troublesome and take advantage
of the instructor’s potential knowledge to explain
or reinforce procedures. It’s not a bad idea to advise the instructor in advance which avionics the
aircraft has. With the profusion of new avionics
in the last few years, not all instructors will be
familiar with all equipment — especially some of
the less common devices within the fleet. Keep
avionics manuals in the aircraft for reference
should a question arise. Although many instructors attempt to have electronic versions of manuals for common devices with them, complete
libraries should not be expected.
And, lastly, inform the instructor of any
plans to fly somewhere new such as a Caribbean island or a Rocky Mountain ski resort.
The instructor may have helpful information to
share regarding procedures, local knowledge or
specific skills. Perhaps a review of mountainflying techniques, specific approaches for
planned destinations or honing short-field
landing techniques would be appropriate.
In summary, as with most things, planning
and communication are essential to achieving
a productive training session. Spending a few
minutes upfront with an instructor helping him/
her to understand goals, objectives and the starting point will assist the instructor in tailoring an
effective, targeted training plan. Whatever the
stated goal, a good instructor will also be actively
observing and assessing judgment, decisionmaking and technical strengths and weaknesses
throughout the session. Expect to repeat items
requiring improved performance and to get a
thorough debrief and assessment of how the
training went. Be sure to take the opportunity to
seek suggestions for productive future training
activities. After all, this is the starting point for
future training events.
Mary Bryant has instructed
in the PA-46 since 1988 when
she worked for the Piper Training Center. Subsequently, she
was regional sales director
and PA-46 demonstration
pilot for Piper. Bryant was
co-founder and owner of Attitudes International, Inc., Piper
Aircraft’s exclusively approved training school for PA46s from 1991-1998, at which time Attitudes was sold
to SimCom. She then managed Cessna Aircraft’s reentry into the piston pilot-training market, heading up
the restart of the Cessna Pilot Center program, when
Cessna reintroduced its piston models in the late
1990s. Bryant founded Eclipse International, Inc., and
currently provides PA-46 training for all pressurized
models. She has been a member of MMOPA since its
inception in 1991 and currently serves on its board of
directors. She has been an instructor with the Malibu/
Mirage Safety and Training Foundation since it began
providing safety seminars in 1999. She is based in St.
Petersburg, Fla., and holds ATP, CFI, CFII, MEI and a
CE-500 Citation type rating. She has a BA from Northwestern University, an MBA from the University of
Illinois, is a CFP and former CPA. She may be reached
at 727.515.1638 or mary.bryant1@verizon.net.

control yourself.

Isn’t it time you took greater control
over your ﬂying experience? Step up to
the new Pilatus PC-12 NG for the perfect
solution. Featuring the state-of-the-art
Honeywell Primus Apex avionics suite
with four large high resolution displays,
the PC-12 NG gives you complete
conﬁdence and control over every
ﬂight. You get “Big Iron” capability that

is surprisingly easy to use. For 2012,
the PC-12 NG can even be conﬁgured
with the SmartView™ synthetic vision
system, featuring graphical 3D terrain
and track-based ﬂight path symbology
for unprecedented situational
awareness. Make a call now to schedule
a demonstration in the new PC-12 NG.
It’s time you put yourself back in control.

Come fly the PC-12 NG
at a dealer near you
Call 800.745.2887
or visit PC-12RightNow.com
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Matrix

THE NEW

SIM
State-of-the-art aircraft simulators
can go a long way toward maintaining
your proficiency. By Marty Doran

Now that I have less hair, and what remains is silver, I actually look forward to
flight reviews. I take time throughout the year to ask myself if I could pass the
PTS standards at the next level above my current rating. If I find my skills becoming marginal, I take the time to schedule a few hours with my local CFII or practice
flight maneuvers with another PA-46 safety pilot on a nice VFR day.
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When time came for this year’s flight
review/IPC, I was looking forward to the
challenge of demonstrating how well I have
maintained proficiency. As luck would have it,
the late September day was a “washout” with
the field at VV002 and 1/2SM interspersed
with periods of torrential rain. Bill Inglis
from Legacy Flight Training provided me
with a comprehensive systems review, but air
work would have to be completed another
day. Inglis suggested I visit Vero Beach to see
Legacy’s two new Redbird flight simulators.
My luck was about to change. I was scheduled
to have a business meeting two weeks later in
Orlando, so I arrived a day early and visited
Legacy’s interactive training center.
I have only been in simulators on two occasions — first, when I was 12, my father took
me to the Grumman factory in Bethpage, Long
Island, N.Y., to visit a mockup of the lunarlanding vehicle that was being developed for
space exploration. I only have a fleeting memory
of that visit. More recently, I had the unfortunate
experience of using a Frasca simulator during
instrument training. The Frasca had a six-pack
panel with no GPS, motion or visual scenery.
It was just a box with a panel. It was frustrating
because it simply didn’t feel like the plane, and it
gave me a headache very quickly. Post-Frasca, I
decided to pay for Hobbs time, limit maneuvers
to those approved for my Warrior and accept the
reality of weather cancellations. Thus was born
my inherent bias against the use of simulators.
I arrived at the KVRB terminal, an aging
building constructed well before the Dodgers
left Brooklyn. Behind the open-lobby staircase
32
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was Legacy’s office in full view to the right
and the KVRB ramp straight ahead. But what
caught my attention were the two doors to
the left labelled Meridian and Malibu/Matrix
Flight Simulator. When the door to Legacy’s
Malibu/Matrix Simulator room opened, I was
blown away! There sat a full-motion simulator
with hydraulics, steel-frame superstructure, a
microcomputer instructor control panel and
glass windows overlooking the field. The level
of detail and consistency with my Avidyne
R8 panel was amazing. Everything was right
where it was supposed to be, and the late
model Piper yoke felt like it was moving the
cables and pulleys. Once seated, I checked out
the backup instruments, induction air control,
rudder trim power quadrant, Garmin 430s,
environmental panel, autopilot, comm panel
and transponder. Everything had the look and
feel of the Malibu cockpit.
The six-screen, 180-degree simulation with
scenery by Flight Simulator provided a realistic view of the ramp and taxiways. Taxiing felt
just like the aircraft. Power required for acceleration was spot on, and steering was almost
identical to the aircraft as was throttle control.
We ran through checklists, taxied to 11R and
received takeoff clearance for a VFR departure. We were on the roll with full throttle and
our MFD Engine Page showing everything
in the green. It was rotation at 80-85 KIAS,
10 degrees nose up, positive rate of climb and
gear up as we climbed to 1,000 AGL before
power reduction to 35 MP and 32 GPH. The
screens provided the same view you would
expect on initial roll, rotation and climb out.

But the most amazing part of the initial flight
was the motion and precise comparability of
yoke control on rotation and initial climb.
We performed some basic maneuvers
— straight and level flight, coordinated
turns, slow flight, stalls and stall recovery,
steep turns and loss of various instruments.
Performing the maneuvers was a far cry from
the old Frasca where the panel was unfamiliar,
the controls were under/over responsive, and
the lack of a view out the windshield enough
to provide one large migraine. The Redbird
was an enjoyable and challenging experience
which allowed me to perform more maneuvers in a session than I might have been
able to perform in many hours in the actual
plane. The good news: I could hardly tell the
difference between the two. The simulator is
programmed so well that I even felt the slight
S turns the STEC 55X provides when capturing the localizer!
Next, it was off to Melbourne for an ILS 9
with vectors-to-final. We had time to brief the
approach and set up the NAV/COMM before
starting vectors to the final approach course. It
was hard IMC with pelting rain but light winds
and no convective activity. The field was reporting 300 OVC with 1 1/2 SM visibility but no
rain. At the FAF, it was gear down, two notches
of flaps and 21MP down the glide slope.
We broke out at about 350 MSL with the
runway in sight. I disconnected the autopilot
and, before I could add the final notch of
flaps, the plane pitched up. It quickly reentered the overcast in a nose-high position. I
actually thought I was in a plane! The motion
was exactly what you might feel if you disconnected the autopilot and, for some reason, the
plane pitched up. I immediately went to the
instruments and confirmed the nose-high attitude and the decay in airspeed. I knew I had
to get the nose down to maintain airspeed. I
pushed forward on the yoke to get a level attitude in pitch and then added full power, gear
up, flaps up one notch, and trimmed away the
pressure on the yoke. I established a positive
rate of climb and followed the previously
briefed and memorized missed approach.
The first leg was a straight-ahead climb to
2,000 feet. Wow, time to catch my breath now!
But wait, I was at 500 feet when the engine
failed, and once again I had to get the nose
down to maintain airspeed. At 500, with no
engine and IMC there was no time for a restart
(although I did quickly switch fuel tanks to no
avail). Since I knew the OVC was at 350 and
that the missed approach went for three miles
Marty Doran

Matrix
over the Intracoastal Waterway, I decided to
ditch it. I declared a Mayday, tightened the seat
belt, and made a slight 10-20 turn to the right,
full flaps, retrim and prep for the slowest possible touchdown speed. All power and fuel to
the off position as I brought it down just above
the water and flared to let the airspeed bleed
off. I was no Sully, but we touched down with
wings level and just slightly nose high. The thud
was hard, the plane came to a more abrupt stop
than I anticipated, and I knew we had to exit
the aircraft as soon as possible. I instinctively
released my seat belt and turned to exit the
aircraft. It was only then, as I caught a glimpse
of the painted wall of the room, that I realized I
hadn’t really ditched. It was just practice!
I had become so focused flying the plane
and dealing with emergencies that I completely lost the sense that these were only
simulated events. But the quality of the Redbird simulation put me in the moment and
in my aircraft — just like it is supposed to do.
As I reflected, I realized there was only one
place I could get this experience without the
insurance company becoming the owner of
my aircraft. After just two hours of simulated
practice, I was a believer and wanted more.
Inglis suggested we try another maneuver for
which the simulator is ideally suited — spin
recovery. I needed a 10-minute break to collect my thoughts and grab a Coke.
The caffeine began doing its job as I settled
into my seat and slowed airspeed with throttle
and flaps. I pulled the nose up, felt the buffet
and heard the stall warning. Then I pulled the
yoke and input full right rudder to initiate
the spin. I had reviewed and memorized spin
recovery procedures while downing the Coke.
Power out, wings level, rudder opposite the
direction of spin — PANIC! I could see the
ground and did what every instructor, every
article, every flying book, every anything tells
you not to do: I yanked on the yoke! I know
the proper recovery procedure is to push hard
on the yoke to gain momentum until there is
enough airspeed to slowly pull back, without
bending the wings, until the plane has attained a positive attitude.
Why did I pull back on the yoke? It was
instinctive, and I had never been in an actual
spin and experienced the disorientation it creates or realized how quickly things can get out
of control. Why hadn’t I done this before? Well,
it is quite simply because the airplane is not
approved for spins and, hence, spin recovery
cannot be practiced — that is, unless you can
get in a simulator. My adrenalin was flowing,
and I wanted to do it again and perform that
counterintuitive step: forward pressure on the
yoke, forward pressure, forward pressure. I
actually went back that afternoon and did four
more spin recoveries and easily recovered each
one. I can say unequivocally, notwithstanding
my knowledge of the correct recovery procedures, that if I had encountered a spin for the

first time in flight, my wife would be collecting
as beneficiary under my insurance policies.
Maybe it isn’t the glass panel, but what the
glass panel allows us to do. It can be replicated
to a great degree of accuracy in the simulator,
and technology has advanced far enough to allow us to recreate those situations, which we just
can’t replicate during flight training. My brief
simulator experience involved more problems
than most may encounter in a lifetime. But the

ability to experience what happens, as opposed
to hearing others talk about it or simply reading
about it in text, is a game changer. Now that
reasonably priced simulation for Malibu pilots is
available, I hope that we each choose to get out
and “fly” a simulator. It is another tool available to the PA-46 community as we continue
to search for ways to manage risk, fly safely
and improve the accident history of our make
and model.

One Site Fits All!

Plan & File Your Flights for
FREE on Any Device.
Most flight planning apps are designed to work on a
single device. With FltPlan.com, you can plan and file
your flights from any desktop, laptop, smartphone or
tablet. And, best of all, it’s FREE!
FltPlan.com files more IFR
flight plans than private and
government services combined.
So don’t waste time and
resources using more than one
service when you can do it all
with FltPlan.com.
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MAINTENANCE

ThePrePurchase
Inspection
By Kevin Mead

I’ve lost track of the number of pre-purchase inspections I’ve performed over the years and, since I focus on the PA-46, I see a lot
of the same things over and over. But no matter how similar the
planes are, there always seems to be a wide range of expectations among the buyers. As with so many things, defining terms
ahead of time goes a long way toward avoiding confusion and
disappointment. So, before beginning a job, I always try to be
sure to explain what a pre-purchase inspection is designed to
do. Of course, this is a subjective thing, and different inspectors
may emphasize different things. But I decided it might be helpful
to buyers and sellers alike if I tried to give my opinion about what
kind of questions a pre-purchase inspection should answer.
What should happen before the inspection?
In my opinion, in order to protect both the buyer and seller, a clear and precise purchase agreement should be put together early on. Every effort should be made to use
correct terminology. For example, if a seller agrees to comply with all mandatory Piper
service bulletins, he should bear in mind that ALL Piper service bulletins have the
word “mandatory” on them. I’m not a lawyer, but it seems to me that a buyer may be
justified in believing that the seller has just committed to complying with every service
bulletin that has ever been issued on the plane. Needless to say, that may not
have been the intention of the seller. I also find that the terms “service bulletin,” “service letter” and “AD note” are often used interchangeably. Those
terms refer to very different documents. Buyers and sellers should educate
themselves about what those — and all relevant terms — really mean when
putting together a purchase agreement.
Another terminology problem concerns “airworthy squawks.” I often
hear buyers say that the seller has agreed to address all “airworthiness
issues” with a plane. Unfortunately, there is no commonly accepted, realworld definition for this term. When picturing an airworthiness issue,
a buyer might picture leaking hoses or worn tires, etc. A seller might
want to restrict the definition to just things that, if not addressed, would
absolutely prevent the safe flight of the aircraft. Since this terminology
refers to something so subjective, I think it should be avoided if possible.
Unfortunately, I’m often asked to note “airworthiness items” during a
pre-purchase inspection. I learned long ago that this just leads to arguments. So I have made it my policy to simply note squawks that I would
require be repaired before I would sign the plane off for annual inspection. Some would disagree with this, but I had to come up with some
concrete criterion to use. And I think it gives a buyer a reasonable idea
of the general condition of the plane.
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Is the aircraft as advertised?
You’d be surprised how often advertisements get very basic information such
as model year, total time and installed equipment completely wrong. Probably the biggest offender is service bulletin compliance. For every 10 planes
I see advertised with all service bulletins complied with, it might actually be
true in one of those planes. For example, years ago, I began an inspection on
what had been described as a late 1986 Parker Hannifin airplane. The buyer
was shocked when I reported that it was actually an early 1985 Gar-Kenyonequipped plane instead. Another time, I looked at a plane that was specifically
advertised as having a yaw dampener, radar altimeter and oxygen when in
reality, none were installed. In that case, the salesman may have done a simple
“cut and paste” from his last Malibu sales ad, but the buyer was not amused.

You’d be surprised how often
advertisements get very basic
information such as model year, total
time and installed equipment completely
wrong. Probably the biggest offender is
service bulletin compliance. For every 10
planes I see advertised with all service
bulletins complied with, it might actually
be true in one of those planes.

Does all the equipment work?
On the PA-46, two of the big heartbreakers are inoperative windshields and stall
warning transducers. These squawks can set you back many thousands if you
don’t discover them at pre-buy. Given the dollars involved, it is almost worth
my entire fee to have me evaluate just these two things before you buy. A flight
check is also a good idea as it will allow testing of systems that can’t be tested on
the ground. A faulty autopilot or radar can be very difficult to repair and can
sometimes require several trips to the radio shop. No one wants to deal with
that when they are trying to get their initial training or enjoy their new plane.

contents of the oil suction screen. Obviously, if anything suspicious is found,
further investigation is needed. Depending upon the age and total time
of the engine, it might also be a good idea to get the engine manufacturer
involved with any problems found. When inspecting a turbine engine, it is
important to perform a boroscope inspection of the compressor and CT
blades. Depending on the circumstances, I sometimes even like to get Pratt
or a PT-6 repair shop to take a look and give an evaluation. Given the cost of
repairing the PT-6 engine, the extra money spent during the pre-purchase
phase can be very worthwhile. I’ve seen routine hot section inspections run
up to the $70,000 range and compressor FOD repairs up to $215,000.

What’s the condition of the power plant?
When inspecting a plane with a piston engine, I always change the oil, cut
open the filter and, in the case of the Mirage Lycoming engine, inspect the

Is there damage history? If so, what’s major and what’s minor?
Like “airworthiness items,” the terms “major,” “minor” and even “damage” are
also very subjective. There is damage that should affect the price of the aircraft,
and damage that, in my opinion, should not. But because it is the buyer’s opinion, not mine, that matters in this case, I try to point out anything that might
reasonably be considered damage. My rule of thumb is that damage which
required replacement of or re-skinning of wings or fuselage counts as “damage
history.” In addition, almost any landing-gear collapse counts as damage history. Less clear is a control surface replacement or re-skinning. In my experience,
this type of repair is usually the result of some kind of hangar rash incident and
does not constitute damage history. However, as I said above, I always report
this to a potential buyer because when he or she tries to sell the plane later, an
inspecting mechanic MAY consider that same repair to be damage history.
What is the general condition of the plane? What are the squawks?
Again, this is somewhat subjective. I have a proprietary list of items I check
during pre-purchase, and my inspection is about 75 percent of the scope of an
annual inspection. My list targets known potential issues on the PA-46. In other words, there are some things I don’t check at pre-buy, usually because they
would require a degree of disassembly that is unreasonable for a pre-purchase.
Sometimes the findings can be overwhelming to both the buyer and seller. But
when faced with a long list, remember that most squawks are minor.
How much will it cost to repair the known squawks?
Again, this is subjective. When asked for an estimate for repairs, I quote
things out at the amount I would charge to address the squawk. Obviously, this is only a guide because some squawks may require more or less
work once further troubleshooting is done. In addition, a shop somewhat
unfamiliar with the plane may need more time to correct a squawk. So my
estimate is for general negotiating purposes only.
So, as you can see, a lot of what goes on during a pre-purchase inspection is very subjective. Buyers, understandably, would like to end up with
a report that identifies every possible problem with the aircraft they are
considering, along with precise estimated repair costs and predictions for
everything that may fail in the coming years. Sellers, on the other hand,
want to avoid recreating a brand new airplane for the buyer. I, as the
inspector, want to help them meet somewhere in the middle. To that end,
I strive to complete a fairly detailed, but not comprehensive, evaluation of
the plane, giving both parties an idea of the general condition of the plane
as well as whether it is as represented. With the pre-purchase inspection, as
with so much in life, communication is the key.
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SERVICE
RELATIONSHIPS

For over 35 years Skytech has excelled at helping
our customers evaluate, acquire and maintain
high performance aircraft. Whether they fly
an efficient business tool or the ultimate mode
of personal transportation, Skytech customers
recognize that experience, customer service
and commitment to personal relationships
define the Skytech Advantage.

EXPERIENCE

Martin State Airport – Baltimore, MD (MTN)
York County Airport – Rock Hill, SC (UZA)
Carroll County Regional Airport – Westminster, MD (DMW)

410.574.4144 www.skytechinc.com
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Fastest Shipping Time
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ACCIDENT REVIEW

Noble Distractions
Many accidents are the result of omission, not commission

By Dick Rochfort, ATP, CFII –
Master Instructor
NTSB Identification: CEN11FA500
14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred Sunday, July 24, 2011,
in Rantoul, Ill.
Aircraft: PIPER PA 46-350P,
registration: N46TW
Injuries: Three fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On July 24, 2011, about
0920 CDT, a Piper PA-46-350P,
N46TW, operated and piloted
by a private pilot, sustained
substantial damage when it impacted power lines and terrain
during takeoff at the Rantoul
National Aviation Center Airport-Frank Elliott Field (TIP),
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Rantoul, Ill. A post-impact
ground fire ensued. The pilot
and two passengers sustained
fatal injuries. The personal flight
was operating under 14 Code
of Federal Regulations Part 91.
Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time of the
accident. An instrument flight
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rules flight plan was on file. The
flight was originating from TIP
at the time of the accident and
was destined for Sarasota/Bradenton International Airport
(SRQ), near Sarasota, Fla.
The day before the accident,
the pilot obtained a weather
briefing and filed an IFR flight
plan for the flight to SRQ
through an internet service.
A witness, who worked at the
fixed base operator, stated that
the pilot performed the preflight
inspection of the airplane in a
hangar. An estimated 80 pounds
of luggage was loaded behind
the airplane’s back seat, and the
airplane was towed out of the
hangar. The witness said that
the pilot’s wife told the pilot that
she had to use the restroom.
The pilot said to hurry because

a storm front was coming. The
engine start was normal. Both
passengers were sitting in the
rear forward-facing seats when
the airplane taxied out.
A witness at the airport, who
was a commercial pilot, reported
that he observed the airplane
takeoff from Runway 27. He said
that the airplane started to turn
to the south. He indicated that
the landing gear was up when
the airplane was about 500 feet
above the ground. The witness
stated that a weather front was arriving at the airport and that the
strong winds from the northwest
appeared to push the tail of the
plane up and the nose down. The
airplane descended and impacted
power lines and terrain where the
airplane subsequently caught fire.
The airplane’s engine was producing power until impact.
The pilot, age 56, held a
Federal Aviation Administration private pilot certificate with
airplane single-engine land and
instrument airplane ratings.
FAA records showed that the
pilot’s last medical examination
was completed on Feb. 25, 2010,
when he was issued a third-class
medical certificate with limitations for corrective lenses. The
pilot reported that he had accumulated 1,850 hours of total flight
time at the time of the application
for that medical certificate.
At 0915, the recorded
weather at TIP was: wind 300
degrees at 14 knots gusting to
21 knots; visibility 10 statute
miles; sky condition scattered
5,000 feet, scattered 10,000 feet;
temperature 29 degrees C; dew
point 24 degrees C; altimeter 30.06 inches of mercury;
remarks lightning in the distant
north and northwest.
Power lines were found separated and lying on the ground on
the north side of a field, which
was located about one-half mile
south of Runway 27 near the
intersection of South Century
Boulevard and Tuskegee Avenue.
The airplane came to rest on
that field south of the power
lines. A debris path started and
was present from the separated
power lines up to wreckage. The
distance of that path was about
177 feet, and it was about 75 feet
wide. The magnetic heading of

ACCIDENT REVIEW
the path from the separated lines
to the main wreckage was about
150 degrees. The field’s grass
along this path was charred. One
propeller blade separated from its
hub and came to rest on Tuskegee
Avenue about 30 feet east of the
start of the path. The remaining
two blades were found embedded in terrain about 35 feet and
about 38 feet south of the start of
the path. A navigation light cover
was found about 88 feet south of
the path’s start. The engine and
forward fuselage came to rest on
their left sides near the end of the
path about 177 feet south of the
path’s start. The left wing separated from the fuselage and was
found in the debris path about 15
feet northwest of the fuselage. The
right wing was found on the east
side of the fuselage. The empennage came to rest southwest of the
fuselage. Sections of both wings
and sections of the fuselage were
discolored, deformed and melted.
An on-scene examination
of the wreckage was conducted.
Engine control cables were traced
from the cabin to the engine. Flight

control cables were traced from
the location of the cabin controls
to their respective control-surface
bell cranks. All flight-control cable
separations exhibited a broomstraw appearance, and flightcontrol continuity was established.
The main landing gears were in
their wheel wells. The nose landing
gear was located under the engine.
The flap jackscrew exhibited 16
exposed threads, consistent with a
10-degree flap setting. The elevator
trim had seven visible threads,
consistent with a neutral trim
setting. The fuel tank selector valve
and its linkage were deformed
and partially melted. The linkage
position was consistent with the
selection of the right fuel tank.
The cabin door’s pins were found
extended. A section of power line
was found in the area of the right
wing root.
The engine’s accessories were
discolored and deformed. The
engine accessories were removed.
The engine crankshaft was
rotated when a hand tool rotated
an accessory gear. All cylinders
but the No. 2 cylinder produced

a thumb compression when the
crankshaft was rotated. Valve
covers were removed, and some
melted, aluminum-colored media
was found around the lower
portion of the No. 2 cylinder’s
exhaust rocker. The melted media
was removed, and the crankshaft
was rotated. Normal valve train
operation was observed. The No.
2 cylinder’s intake spring did not
return its valve to its seated position. A lever was used to lift the
valve into its seated position, and
the cylinder produced a thumb
compression. The turbocharger
was discolored, deformed and
melted. No engine or airframe
pre-impact anomalies were
detected.
Comments:
In the last issue, I wrote about
an alleged autopilot-induced
loss-of-control which resulted in a
fatal accident near Milaca, Minn.
This time, the loss-of-control happened in Rantoul, Ill. We know
that loss-of-control is responsible
for the vast majority of fatal accidents, which is shocking, but not

surprising. While loss-of-control
is never easy to understand, I suggest we can still learn from these
all-too-frequent, tragic events.
In one form or another, every
pilot is probably asking themself
the same question: How do I
categorically separate myself from
the type of pilot who gets involved
in a fatal accident?
Was it a weight-and-balance
issue? Not likely. High winds? It
would be easy to condemn the
pilot’s decision to rush to depart
with the approach of worsening
weather and chalk it up to poor
ADM, but the field was VFR with
winds 330 at 14 gusting 21 knots
— right at the aircraft’s demonstrated crosswind component
limitation. While weather might
have been a factor, we have all
probably flown comfortably in
worse weather. I’m also pretty sure
that the accident pilot performed
satisfactorily at his last flight
review and was able to “demonstrate knowledge of the elements”
of slow flight and stalls and meet
the minimum standards within
the PTS. We may never know for
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sure. Statistically, it was most likely caused by
something within the pilot’s control.
Serious PA-46 accidents tend to be the result
of errors of omission, not errors of commission.
In other words, it’s not about what the pilot
does wrong; it’s about what the pilot fails to
consider and/or do at all. Further study reveals
that single-pilot operators usually fall prey to
this cascading scenario when they become
distracted. The FAA calls it the accident chain;

psychologists call it hyper-focusing. I call them
errors of omission resulting from “noble distractions.” I suggest that these noble distractions are,
of themselves, worthy tasks albeit less important
ones, done in the wrong sequence, at the wrong
time, or at a pace which is less than real-time.
Errors of omission resulting from noble distractions are perilously difficult to avoid in the
single-pilot environment without a disciplined
structure. The root of this human-factors issue

is bandwidth, or lack thereof, and no pilot is
immune. These scenarios can have successful
outcomes most of the time which can lull the
pilot into a feeling of complacency. Since “practice makes permanent,” we need to have and use
methods which are repeatable and effective.
We can observe pilot groups who are consistently not involved in fatal accidents and consider
learning from them as well. One such group is
Cape Air. In 2009 Cape Air flew 65,000 accident
free, single-pilot hours in complex aircraft, on “all
weather” short haul routes. According to Training
Director Mike Gorassi, they accomplished this by
careful and consistent use of advanced training
techniques such as pre-training assessment, CPT
(cockpit procedures training), specificity training
in the aircraft one-on-one with experienced,
standardized instructors, using checklists, flows,
memory items and strict adherence to SOP.
Every competent pilot stands on the threelegged stool of knowledge, skills and procedural
discipline:
• Knowledge – I have been observing, coaching and evaluating pilots on a full-time basis
for 20 years. In my experience, more than a
few pilots have significant gaps in operational
knowledge. If these gaps lay dormant and
uncorrected, they could potentially lead to a
noble distraction and an aviation accident. The
resolution lies in taking an active interest in
your continuing aviation education.
• Skills – PA-46 pilots, on average, fly fewer
than 150 hours per year. Skills are perishable
and need to be constantly and precisely iterated on a regular basis. Excellent pilots train to
ATP standards, twice per year in their own aircraft with an experienced, type-specific flight
instructor who understands these concepts.
• Procedural Discipline – Excellent pilots
operate in the most professional way possible,
completing tasks the same way each and every
time, promptly and without rushing. Excellent
pilots actively seek effective scenario-based
training emphasizing proper use of checklists,
flows, memory items and SOP.
Insist upon excellent, standardized training with
pre- and post-training assessment. It doesn’t cost
any more or take any longer.
Fly Safely – Train Often
Dick Rochfort, ATP, CFII
Master Instructor
mail@rwrpilottraining.com
A former corporate pilot and primary instructor,
Rochfort is a full-time master
instructor providing insurance
industry and FAA-approved
initial and recurrent training, prepurchase consultation, relocation
and expert witness services to the
PA-46 Matrix, Malibu, Mirage and
Meridian community worldwide.
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Sedona is just
plain gorgeous
The red rocks of the Arizona high country make for a
spectacular getaway. By Michelle Carter

Approaching Sedona, Ariz., at altitude from the
southwest, the mesas and chimney rock sport
the Sonoran Desert’s distinctive rusty hue and
you think you’re seeing the famous red rock of
the region. And then, about 25 miles out, you
round a sizeable butte and the brilliant brick red
sandstone of Sedona smacks you in the face.
42
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The smoldering intensity of the color leaves
you bug-eyed, but you
only have a minute or
so to take it all in before
you need to contemplate
landing on KSEZ’s mile-

2012

}

long runway laid out on
a narrow table rock with
a cinder cone sticking up
at the north end. Better,
perhaps, to make a lazy
360 for a bird’s eye tour
before setting down to
enjoy the earthbound
pleasures of the region.
If you’re just overnighting, Sky Ranch Lodge
right on Airport Road
will send a golf cart over
to the airport for you. The

lodge offers comfortable
accommodations with
decks or patios, spacious
grounds that encourage
aimless wandering and
an incredible panoramic
view of the red rock
sunset and sunrise from
its private overlook 500
feet above the city. Setting
up your camera, you can’t
help but pity the crowds
jockeying for a spot to
take photos at the edge of

the road less than a
mile toward town.
A short stroll back
to the airport (or
call for that golf cart
again) and you can
eat comfortably and
well at the just-completed
Mesa Grill.
However, if you choose
to see more of Sedona,
Red Rock State Park, the
northern Verde Valley
or Oak Creek Canyon,
you’ll need a car, and
Airport Rent-a-Car will
provide. Head south out
of town on Highway 89A
and turn off on any of the
side roads to explore the
unique red rock formations that populate the
valley. Maps of hiking
trails and walking tours
are available all over
Sedona, but sandstone is
hard on the feet. Bring
sturdy shoes or boots —
and lots of water. This is
the desert, after all.

ort
Sedona Airp

Twenty miles
southwest of Sedona
is Jerome, a historic copper-mining town, clinging to a mountainside a
mile high. Calling itself
the largest ghost town
in America, Jerome
had more than 15,000
residents in the 1920s.
But the Phelps Dodge
Mine closed in 1953 after
the war-driven demand
for copper dried up, and
so did Jerome. Today, it
provides a colorful glance
back into the wide-open
mining camps of the West
early in the 20th Century.
Enjoy the delights
of the valley the south
of Sedona, instead of
venturing into the trafficclogged, tourist-choked

Sedona A
irport

area
on 89A to the
north. Asked what we
would find in that direction, the man behind
the counter at Red Rock
Aviation offered, “Rubber
tomahawks, mostly.”
But don’t leave town
without dinner at one
of the best restaurants
anywhere, Elote Café on
State Highway 179. The
menu is limited to three

or four sophisticated
Mexican entrees, and they
only serve dinner. But at 5
p.m., when they open, the
line is out the door. They
don’t take reservations so
be prepared to come early
or wait.
Finally, fly out at
sunrise when the western
rim of the valley is ablaze
with color (and the

weather’s cool),
and circle the valley to
soak in the red rock
Sedona views that only a
fly-in will provide.
Airport:
Sedona Airport KSEZ
928.282.1046
Where to Stay:
Sky Ranch Lodge
888.451.0846
SkyRanchLodge.com

Art With a Hitch

A Montana state prison shows what their inmates can do with horsehair

It’s assumed that the Spaniards brought the
art of hitching horsehair with them to the
New World. A craftsman creates a series of
knots with horsehair, guiding a growing pattern of colors along a string wrapped around
a dowel. Over the years, cowboys, Indians,
Mexicans and prison inmates have taken
horsehair hitching to a new level.
“But I’d be surprised if
there’s anyone still doing
it in 20 years,” said Zach
Stenberg, an inmate at
Montana’s Deer Lodge
State Prison and an employee at the prison’s retail
hobby shop, one of the
world’s last great repositories of hitched horsehair.
“It’s a dying art.”
Hitching horsehair
began at the Deer Lodge
State Prison when Montana was still a territory.
Other prisons, like Yuma,

Ariz., Rawlins, Wyo.,
and Walla Walla, Wash.,
also built a reputation
for twisting and pulling
horsehair into distinctive
designs. Today, the Deer
Lodge State Prison is the
only one of those facilities
still producing the much
sought-after hitched
horsehair belts, hatbands
and headstalls.
“It takes about two
hours to make one inch
of hitched horsehair,”
Stenberg said. Techniques

for creating these one-ofa-kind pieces are passed
down from inmate to
inmate. Often, there is an
informal apprenticeship
established where beginners are mentored to start
with easier projects – like
key fobs or hatbands —
before stepping up to belts
and bridals. The length of
the convict’s prison term
often shapes the ultimate
development of his talent
and, typically, inmates
stop hitching once their
term has been served.
Despite an uncertain
future for the art form, the
Deer Lodge State Prison’s
hobby shop is filled with
inventory.
“People from all over
the world come and buy
our stuff,” Stenberg said
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Hitching horsehair began
at the Deer Lodge State Prison
when Montana was still a
territory. Other prisons, like
Yuma, Ariz., Rawlins, Wyo.,
and Walla Walla, Wash., also
built a reputation for twisting
and pulling horsehair into
distinctive designs.
with a smile. Visitors who
are accustomed to astronomical hitched-horsehair
values back home are elated
to get an elaborately detailed Deer Lodge bridal for
$2,500. Finely crafted belts
range from $200-$400 at
the prison store, and simple
pieces, such as bracelets,
key fobs and earrings can
start as low as 10 bucks.
The inmate who hitches the
piece is allowed to set his
own price, and most of that
price comes back to him
after a sale. If a buyer isn’t
able to visit Deer Lodge
and shop in person, it’s not
unheard of for the prison

to take your credit card
number and then ship you
several items from which
you can select a keeper.
Demand for the works
coming out of Deer Lodge
is increasing and so are
their prices. Enough so
that Stenberg said there
are now “fakes” out there.
Indisputable provenance
proving the piece came
from this Montana State
Prison makes the hitching
more valuable.
Airport:
Bert Mooney (KBTM),
406.494.6694
Deer Lodge State Prison:
406.846.1320 ext. 2515

Back bar gifted to Buffalo Bill by
Queen Elizabeth

A Town
the Wild
West Built,
Cody, Wyo

One of America’s unique destinations is
ready to give you a big dose of its history.

Cody, Wyo., sits at the eastern gateway to Yellowstone National Park and was founded by its
namesake, William Frederick Cody, better known
as Buffalo Bill. At the turn of the 20th Century, he
was the most famous person on earth.
If Col. William F. “Buffalo
Bill” Cody was anything,
he was a showman. More
than anyone else, he made
famous the idea of the
Wild West Show. Cody
amassed an inimitable
collection of cowboys
(including Ned Buntline
and Pawnee Bill), Indians
(including Sitting Bull and
20 of his braves), sharpshooters (including Annie
Oakley), plus hundreds of
horses, cattle and buffalo.
Known ultimately as Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show
and Congress of Rough
Riders of the World, the
show featured wagon trains
and Indian attacks and
even a re-enactment of the
Battle of the Little Bighorn,
aka Custer’s Last Stand —
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just about anything Americans would expect when
visiting the Wild West.
If his shows were
popular in the U.S., they
were doubly mesmerizing
to Europeans, especially
the Brits. Queen Elizabeth
(the first!) so enjoyed
Cody’s traveling Wild
West Show that she gave
him a specially made back
bar, still on display in the
Hotel Irma (named after
one of Buffalo Bill’s daughters). The remnants of his
show, now augmented by
numerous other western
and Native American
artifacts, are magnificently
displayed at Buffalo Bill
Historical Center.
Another interesting
venue in Cody is the Old

Trail Town, which features a
slew of log cabins that were
once used by the likes of no
one less than the Sundance
Kid, Butch Cassidy and
Kid Curry. The body of
Jeremiah Johnson (played
by Robert Redford in the
movie of the same name) is
also buried on the premises.
But the most fun in
town might very well be
the Buffalo Bill Stampede
Rodeo, which proudly
operates 364 days of the
year. This rodeo is not
a sideshow, but the real
deal. It is one of only nine
stops on the Million Dollar
Gold Tour series, insuring
participation from some of
the top rodeo cowboys in
the world.
Airport:
Yellowstone Regional Airport
(KCOD)
Where to Stay:
Hotel Irma, 307.587.4221
Trick roper
at the
Stampede
Rodeo
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TAX TALK

O

One of the
Toughest
Aviation Income
Tax Decisions Is …
By HARRY DANIELS, CPA, CFP, PFS, CVA
One of the toughest aviation income
tax decisions is deciding whether an
expenditure is a deductible expense
or must be capitalized. The tax
impact of this decision on your tax
liability is likely to scare you out of
your wits. An expense is deductible
today, in full, against your income.
Capital expenditures must be
depreciated under one of the various depreciation methods. In the
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case of airplanes, this may involve a
write-off over a period of five, seven
or possibly more years.
The IRS derives its authority under Section 162 (the expense rules)
and Section 263 (the capitalization
rules) and the related regulations.
Expenses are generally considered
to be incurred and used up in one
business year. Expenditures which
are expected to span more than one

business year are generally viewed as
capital expenditures and depreciable.
For the last 10 or so years, we
have placed heavy reliance on a
couple of landmark tax court decisions. One was the Ingram Industries case. Even though it involved
the maintenance and overhaul of
tugboat engines, it was such a close
parallel to aviation maintenance that
the IRS came out with Revenue Ruling 2001-4 stating how they would
apply the Ingram case to aviation.
In 2003, the tax court decided the
Federal Express case pertaining to
the company’s aircraft maintenance
expense with some guidance from
Rev Rul 2001-4 being used by the
court in reaching its decision. The
FedEx case is also interesting since
it more or less gave birth and creditability to a young business niche of
component depreciation which the

TAX TALK

Many repairs and
maintenance items
are clear and without
controversy. Examples
include oil changes, tire
replacement, avionics
repair you get the idea.
But what about annual
inspections? What do
you do when an annual
inspection gets out of
hand and you are told that
you need an overhaul at
only 1,000 hours?

The new rules will impact repairs, amounts
paid to acquire tangible property (airplanes), and
amounts paid to improve tangible property. In its
announcement, the IRS stated, “The temporary
regulations will affect all taxpayers who acquire,
produce or improve tangible property.” The IRS
also said in the announcement that they will be
publishing additional guidance on how to obtain
automatic consent to change to a method of accounting provided in the temporary regulations.
Again, does this sound like simplification?
Now, these new regulations will not affect

your 2011 return. Also, even though these are
“temporary” regulations, they carry the full weight
of permanent regulations until they are repealed –
if ever. There are temporary regulations that have
been on the books for years.
Pay close attention to 2012. It is going to be a
different year for you and your airplane.
O. H. “Harry” Daniels Jr. is a CPA, a CFP licensee, and a certified
valuation analyst. He is a partner with the firm of Duggan, Joiner
& Co., Certified Public Accountants, and can be reached at 334
N.W. 3rd Ave., Ocala, FL 34479, telephone 352-732-0171, fax
352-816-1370, email OHD@DJCoCPA.COM. Daniels has held
his license as a private pilot since 1991. This article is available for
reprint upon request..

IRS had opposed since the mid-1980s. Architects
and building engineers are now able to carve up
the cost to construct a building into components
and determine a much shorter depreciation life on
the components than the standard 39-year life for
a commercial building. Does a hangar sound like a
familiar building for aviation?
Many repairs and maintenance items are clear
and without controversy. Examples include oil
changes, tire replacement, avionics repair — you
get the idea. But what about annual inspections?
What do you do when an annual inspection gets
out of hand and you are told that you need an
overhaul at only 1,000 hours? What about an
updating the GPS in your panel? Is this a capital
improvement or just maintenance? And, what do
you do when you do get to the 2,000-hour TBO
point? The plane is still in great condition. It is
only five years old and, with proper maintenance
and care, it should be around for another 20 years.
Some of these calls get to be pretty tricky and
should be made with the input and guidance of
your professional tax preparer who is familiar with
aviation and the current thinking of the IRS. We
have been somewhat fortunate for the last few
years with the high Section 179 expensing amounts
and the varying bonus depreciation figures (as
much as 100 percent) that we have been able to
hide from the IRS on these issues. We have been
able to let the IRS win the battle, by capitalizing the
expenditure, and then win the war ourselves by
writing off the expenditure in full in one year, with
either Section 179 or the bonus depreciation.
This is all good as we are in the midst of preparing the 2011 tax returns. Our preparation of the
2011 returns is not likely to change much. But I
am afraid that we are in for a rude awakening on
this topic for 2012.
On Dec. 27, 2011, the IRS published “temporary” regulations that will affect expenditures made
on or after Jan. 1, 2012. The announcement states
that the rules are intended to simplify compliance.
It seems like everything the IRS has done the last
few years has done everything but simplify compliance. Does the filing of 1099s sound familiar?
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Cabin cuisine

Martha Stewart

T

Nothing breaks up the drone of a long cross-country flight
than this sweet treat from the grand master herself.

The ultimate American success story, Martha Stewart, is
a television host, an author,
a magazine publisher and
the head of a multibilliondollar conglomerate, Martha
Stewart Living Omnimedia.
Stewart’s syndicated talk
show Martha is broadcast throughout the world. She
has written numerous bestselling books and is the
publisher of Martha Stewart Living magazine.
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Lemon-Ricotta Tart
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

72 vanilla wafers (12-oz. box)
6 tbs. unsalted butter, melted
2 cups ricotta cheese
4 oz. cream cheese, softened
2 large eggs

• 1/3 cup granulated sugar
• 2 tbs. finely grated lemon zest
(from two lemons), plus 3 tbs.
lemon juice
• Confectioner’s sugar, for 		
dusting (optional)

Preparation
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F. In a food processor, pulse vanilla
wafers until finely ground (to yield 2 cups). Add butter and pulse until
crumbs are evenly moistened.
2. Transfer crumb mixture to a 9-inch tart pan with a removable bottom. Press firmly into the bottom and up the sides. Place pan on a baking sheet; bake crust until lightly browned and set, 10 to 12 minutes.
Remove from oven.
3. In a clean food processor, blend ricotta, cream cheese, eggs, granulated sugar and lemon zest and juice until smooth. Pour into hot crust
in pan; bake until filling is set and browned in spots, 30 to 35 minutes.
Cool completely on a wire rack. Just before serving, dust top of tart
with confectioner’s sugar, if desired.

PHOTO BY DBFOTO.COM

On location. On budget.
Exceptional training.
Insurance approved.

Tailored to your needs and your schedule.
REGISTER TODAY!
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Over the Top

Not surprisingly,
the master
bedroom features
the signature
Hefner 8-foot
rotating round
bed. And yes, of
course, they’ve
added a mirror
on the ceiling!
the outdoor, cantilevered Jacuzzi
with glass end walls and the
familiar Playboy logo looking out
across the Vegas skyline. Water
is also flowing from an indoor
Italian-tiled waterfall that spills
into a reflection pond.
Floor-to-ceiling glass leaves you
feeling like Hef’s villa is even larger
than its actual 9,000 square feet.
Natural stone imported from India
and China bathe the interior walls
with warm tones which spill over
a dining room, living room with
fireplace, full bar, spa-style treatment room, fully equipped gym
and sauna, plus a media room
with multiple plasma TVs. Since
it’s Vegas, a poker table is a given.
And then there’s the bedroom.
Not surprisingly, the master
bedroom features the signature
Hefner 8-foot rotating round bed.
And yes, of course, they’ve added
a mirror on the ceiling!
If the descriptions of Hef’s
place move you to think about
building something like it for
yourself, here are some stunning
figures you should consider:

The Ultimate Stay
in Las Vegas
Leave it to Hef to do it differently from the rest.
When the Palms Casino and Resort in Las Vegas went about building its Fantasy Tower, perhaps
no one knew just how glitzy this
proposed apparition of affluence
and extravagance might ultimately
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become. Then those incredible
plans for some of the most unique
luxury villas ever built in Las Vegas
began rolling in. And for the very,
very top of the building, a remarkable idea came in from one of the
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town’s oldest friends, the publisher
of Playboy Magazine.
The Hugh Hefner Sky Villa
cost almost $5 million to build. In
creating Hef’s place, there was no
intention of leaving anything to
your imagination.
Start with the personal glass
elevator to the villa. When the
door opens, the first thing you see
is a remarkable collection of art
on the walls, personally selected
by Hefner. Next your eyes move to

• Waterfall and cantilevered
Jacuzzi — about $680,000
• Acrylic spa walls about 		
$124,000
• Custom fireplace $22,000
• Custom bathtub $10,000
• Elevator $45,000
• Sauna $22,000
• Furnishings $550,000
• Entire build-out about $3.5
million
• Estimated grand total — 		
$4,953,000
Or you could book a stay at
Hef ’s for a cool $40,000 a night.
Make your reservation by calling
866.725.6773 or visit Palms.com
for more information.

14 Years Flying PA46 Corporately
14 Years CFII/MEI
22 Years GA Experience
ATP/CFII/A&P Mechanic
Flexibility in Scheduling
Your Location or Ours

Insurance Approved

423-647-4359

WWW.FlightTrainOnline.com

RJ Tutt
Aviation

Matrix-Malibu-Mirage-Meridian
Initial/Recurrent Flight Training
Stockton, CA (KSCK)
Serving the West Coast
for 10 Years
209.478.6075 209.482.7433
rjtuttaviation@comcast.net
www.rjtuttaviation.com
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BAHAMAS & CARIBBEAN
PILOT’S GUIDE
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Pilots have been relying on the Bahamas & Caribbean Pilot's Guide for over 30 years
as the one complete resource for aviation travel in the islands. The Pilot's Guide has
400 pages packed full of color aerial photos, phone numbers, frequencies, fuel availability, forms, and so much more to help you plan, prepare for and enjoy your trip.

What more could you ask for than a playground of airports, friendly people, unlimited
turquoise water abundant with fish, lots of sunshine . . . and plenty of rum and Kalik, the
local beer.

flythe

ds
islan.com

(800) 521-2120
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MiPAD

FlightScale by Jeff
Cardillo of WarbredStudios.com is a
solid basic weightand-balance app
that you have to
program yourself:
You’ll have to type in
weight and moment
(or arm) data from
your Pilot/Owner
Handbook (POH).
to four rows of seats and should be
sufficient for most light aircraft operators. Advanced and helicopter
templates support an unlimited
number of entries and lateral arm
data. Both normal and utilitycategory envelopes are supported.
FlightScale costs $6.99 and is
available from the iPad App Store.
For more information, browse
WarbredStudios.com/flightscale/
flightscale.html.

THE BEST ipad apps

Flightscale

iFly from American Aeronautics
builds on the work of Daniel
Scharf, an aeronautical engineer
who has been offering graphical “vector” weight-and-balance
calculators since 1981. Each app
the company sells is customized
to match the empty weights and
moments for a specific aircraft so
there’s no need to dig out the POH
and enter that data yourself. All
you need do is enter passenger,
fuel and baggage; the app then
calculates operational weights and
shows the results graphically. It’s
easy to experiment with changing
which seats are filled, which can
be convenient for operators of
cabin-class aircraft. Pricing is a

By JOHN RULEY

A few weeks ago, I completed pilot
orientation to fly as a volunteer for
Angel Flight West, which provides
free transport for patients and others needing to travel long distances
for medical appointments. Among
other things, I was required
to show a weight-and-balance
calculation. The orientation pilot
was amused to see that I still did
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it with pencil and paper – particularly since my flight plan was
laid out on my iPad. I went home
determined to find an electronic
alternative. Here are some of the
options I found.
FlightScale by Jeff Cardillo of
WarbredStudios.com is a solid
basic weight-and-balance app that
you have to program yourself:
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You’ll have to type in weight and
moment (or arm) data from your
Pilot/Owner Handbook (POH).
Once you do so, the app generates
a loading graph and will tell you
whether you’re in limits, testing against as many as 26 limit
points. The app includes three
templates: Simple (shown in the
image on this page) supports up

iFly

MiPAD
bit steep for iPad apps at $250 for piston singles
– but bear in mind that this is for an app customized for your specific aircraft and includes
one free change (required for avionics or other
mods that change your basic empty weight or
moment) per quarter. Details may be found at
FlyinCG.com.

one aircraft and limited editing functions.
To get more, you’ll need to buy a preconfigured downloadable aircraft version or enable
features to build your own airplanes. Prices
range from $3.99 to $24.99, depending on
aircraft/build features selected. Details may

be found at NextGen-Systems.com.
John D. Ruley is an instrument-rated pilot, freelance write,
and recent graduate of the University of North Dakota Space
Studies graduate program (Space.edu). He is also a volunteer
pilot with LigaInternational.org, which operates medical
missions in northwest Mexico, and Angel Flight West (AngelFlight.org). You can reach him by email to jruley@ainet.com.

Aviation W&B Calculator by Roy Kronenfeld
offers basic weight-and-balance for a wide
range of singles and twins. You can select an
option to build a
custom weightand-balance
envelope for
your aircraft
from scratch
or buy one of
26 pre-defined
envelopes for
common models. If you choose
the latter, you’ll
still need to
Aviation W&B Calculator
enter the aircraft
empty weight
and moment-arm figures from your POH.
For each flight, enter fuel (in gallons), weight
(in pounds) for your passengers and bags,
estimated fuel flow and duration of flight, and
the app will show whether you’re in limits for
both takeoff and landing. The app is free to
download but only includes one aircraft (a
Cessna-150M); additional aircraft can be added
for 99 cents each or $1.99 for the custom “build
your airplane” option. For more information,
browse Facebook.com/pages/Aviation-WBCalculator/307928285918995.
NGS W&B from NextGen Systems, LLC, is
an iPhone weight-and-balance app that also
runs on the iPad. (According to the company
web site, a native iPad version should be
available soon.) The app supports more than
26 specific airplanes, or you can build your
own airplane (which, of course, requires your
POH). As with the other apps considered
here, once an airplane is selected, filling in
fuel, weights of crew, passengers and bags and
estimated time and fuel for the current leg
will generate a graphic display of the expected
weight-andbalance for the
flight, showing at
a glance whether
it’s within the allowable envelope.
The app also optionally generates
load sheets in
PDF format that
can be emailed
or printed. The
app is free, but
NGS W&B
includes only
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TRIVIA

Test Yourself

Are you a repository of ridiculous, worthless facts?

7. Bill Lear, father of the Learjet, is
also responsible for inventing:
a. High-frequency radio transceivers
b. The eight-track player
c. The radio-magnetic indicator
d. The aircraft intercom
8.	The world’s most prolific model of
airplane is the:
a. MiG 17
b. Douglas DC-3
c. Cessna 172
d. Boeing 737
9.	Talk about cross-country flights,
a rocket trip to Mars is estimated
to take:
a. 9 months
b. 1.3 years
c. 11 days
d. 120 days
1. 	The first successful aircraft design
in France came from:
a. Louis Blériot
b. Francois Socata Tarbes
c. Guillaume Fabry
d. Carlita Valladolid
2. America’s first jet fighter was the:
a. P-57
b. F-86
c. P-80
d. F-100
3.	Singer Buddy Holly died in the
crash of a:
a. Fairchild CP9
b. Stinson Reliant
c. Cessna 195
d. Beechcraft Bonanza

4.	The first American president to
take advantage of air 		
transportation was:
a. Dwight D. Eisenhower
b. Franklin D. Roosevelt
c. James A. Garfield
d. Theodore Roosevelt
5.	The Concorde Supersonic
airliner cruised at:
a. 1350 MPH
b. 920 MPH
c. 0.92 Mach
d. 840 KTAS
6.	Voyager, the Rutan-designed
aircraft which flew around the
world without refueling, has a
take-off roll of:
a. 14 seconds
b. 4 minutes 39 seconds
c. 38 seconds
d. 2 minutes 6 seconds

Answers: 1 a); 2 c); 3 d); 4 b); 5 a); 6 d); 7 b); 8 c); 9 a); 10 b)
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10. Who said, “Mark my word:
A combination airplane and
motor car is coming. You may
smile, but it will come…”
a. Richard Bach
b. Henry Ford
c. Charles W. Chrysler
d. Thomas A. Edison

Entegra Release 9
for your Piper PA-46 aircraft
The Very Best Flight Deck in Aviation

Introducing the Entegra Release 9 retrofit for your PA-46 Aircraft.
Designed from the ground up for simplicity, redundancy, and serviceability,
Entegra Release 9 is ideally suited for the PA-46 aircraft and single-pilot IFR
operations.
With Entegra Release 9, you’ll have two or three identical high-res IFD5000 XGA
glass displays, dual ADAHRS sensors, dual WAAS/RNP-capable GPS sensors and
the easiest-to-use Flight Management Systems (FMS) in the industry.
Check out your options for an Entegra Release 9 retrofit, and increase the value,
safety and utility of your PA-46 aircraft.

®

For more information and to find out where you can
take a demo flight, Contact Reid Antonacchio at 239-249-0414.
www.avidyne.com/PA-46

Over 3,800 Meridian,Malibu,Mirage
and Matrix Pilots Trained
...and Counting

SimCom is the Factory Authorized Provider of
Simulator Training for All PA-46 Models
MERIDIAN G1000 PANEL NOW AVAILABLE

VA L U E • P E R S O N A L I Z E D • F R I E N D LY

Call 1.800.272.0211 for more information
or visit our website at www.simulator.com

